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Elastic Wave Propagation in Monoclinic System Due to 
Harmonic Line Load

* Yong-Yun Kim

Abstract

An analysis of dynamic responses is carried out on monoclinic anisotropic system due to a buried hannonic line source. 

The load is in the form of a normal stress acting along an arbitrary axis on the plane of symmetry within the orthotropic 

materials : In case that the line load is acting along the symmetry axis normal to the plane of symmetry, plane wave equ

ation is coupled with vertical shear wave and longitudinal wave. However, if the line load is acting along an arbitrary axis 

normal to the plane of symmetry, plane wave equation is coupled with vertical shear wave, longitudinal wave and horiz

ontal shear wave. We first considered the equation of motion in a reference coordinate system, where the line load is coin

cident with a symmetry axis of the orthotropic material. Then the equation of motion is transfonned into the one with re

spect to general coordinate system with azimuthal angle by using transformation tensor. Plane wave solutions of monoclinic 

systems are derived for infinite media. Finally complete solutions for the plane harmonic wave are obtained by calculating 

the inverse of the integral transforms, in which bulk wave poles are avoided by deforming the contour of the integration to 

the complex plane. Numerical results for examples of orthotropic material belonging to monoclinic symmetty are demonstrated.

I. Introduction

Acoustic vibrations in solid structures essentially involve 

the propagation of wave motion throughout the support

ing media. In dealing with acoustic vibrations of systems 

involving the coupling of compressible fluids with plate 

and shell structures, it is important to appreciate the 

“wave view" of vibration. Understanding the response of 

elastic solids to internal mechanical sources, then, has long 

been of interest to researchers in classical fields such as 

acoustics, vibration, seismology, as well as modem fields 

of application like ultrasonics and acoustic emission.

Plane harmonic wave interaction with homogeneous 

elastic anisotropic media, in general, and with layered 

anisotropic media, in particular, have been extensively 

investigated in the past decade or so. This adv ancement 

has been prompted at least from a mechanics point of 

view, by the increased use of advanced composite mater

ials in many structural applications. A quick review of 

available literature on this subject reveals that most of 

the work done so far is carried out on isotropic media. 

The effect of imposed line load in homogeneous isotropic 

media has been discussed by several investigators since 

Lord Rayleigh discovered the existence of surface waves 

on the surfaces of solids [1]. An account of the literature 

dealing with this problem through 1957 can be found in 

Ewing, Jardetzky and Press [2]. Most of the earlier work 

[3-4] followed Lamb [5], who apparently was the first to 

consider the motion of half space caused by a vertically 

applied line load on the free surface or within the m<?d- 

ium. He was able to show that displacements at large di

stance consists of a series of events which corresponds 

to the arrival of longitudinal, shear, and Rayleigh surface 

wave.

In this paper, the formal developments in previous 

works are rigorously followed [6-9] and the response of 

several anisotropic systems to buried harmonic line loads 

are studied. The problem is mathematically formulated 

based on the equations of motion in the constitutive re

lations. The load is in the form of a normal stress acting 

along an arbitrary axis on the plane of symmetry within 

the orthotropic material. In case that the line load is act

ing along the symmetry axis (azimuthal angle $ = 0) 

normal to the plane of symmetry, plane wave equation is 

coupled with vertical shear wave and longitudinal wave. 

However, if the line load is acting with arbitrary axis 

(azimuthal angle 8*0)  normal to the plane of sym

metry, plane wave equation is coupled with vertical shear 

wave, longitudinal wave and horizontal shear wave. We 

first considered the equation of motion in a reference 

coordinate system, where the line load is coincident with 

a symmetry axis of the orthotropic material. Then the 

equation of motion is transformed into the one with re

spect to general coordinate system with azimuthal angle 

by using transformation tensor. Plane wave solutions of 
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monoclinic systems are denved for infinite media. Finally 

complete solutions for the plane harmonic wave are obta

ined by calculating the inverse of the integral transforms, 

in which bulk wave poles are avoided by defonning the 

contour of the integration to the complex plane. Numer

ical results for examples of orthotropic material belonging 

to monoclinic symmetry are demonstrated.

IL Problem Formulation

Consider an infinite anisotropic elastic medium posses- 

sin응 orthotropic symmetry. The medium is oriented with 

respect to the reference cartesian coordinate system 

羽'=(尤］'，%2‘, %3‘)s나ch that the X3 is assumed normal 

to its plane of symmetry as shown in Fig. 1. The plane 

of symmetry defining the orthotropic symmetry is thus 

coincident with the — plane. With respect to this 

coordinate system, the equations of motion in the med

ium are given by

6爲 , ， 서 “J (一、
与蔘+九=。节厂 (2J)

and, from the general constitutive relations for anisotropic 

media,

Where we used the standard contracted subscript notat

ions 1 * 11, 2-22, 3 -33, 4—23, 5F3 and 6—12, to 

replace fourth order tenser cijkl(i,j,k,l= 1,2, 3) by 

(Z"7=l,2........6). Thus, C45 stands for (愆助，for ex

ample. Here (y}}, and are the components of stress, 

strain and displacement, respectively, and p is the ma

terial density. In equation (2.3), 匕丿=2。万(z* 丿)defines 

the engineering shear strain components.

In what follows, we study the response of the infinite 

medium to a uniform harmonic line load that is applied 

along a direction that makes an arbitrary azimuthal an응le 

$ with the X-)' axis. The analysis is then conducted in a 

transformed coordinate system x, formed by a rotation 

of the plane *「一thro나gh the angle $ about the 

axis. Thus, the direction x2 will coincide with the line 

load direction.

Since c洲 is a fourth order tensor, then for any 

orthogonal transformation of the primed to the unprimed 

coordinates, i,c., it transforms according to

ciiki = 3肿3町3的3拍。mnoP (2.4)

where g” is the cosine of the angle between x} and x -, 

respectively. For a rotation of angle 8 in the x】’一" 

plane, the transformation tensor 们 reduces to

If the

cos S sin </)
— sin© cos。

0 0

transformation is applied to Eq,(2.3), one gets

(2.5)

,2

Figure 1. Line load in orthotropic infinite media.

如 = 5； 앗/'， z', 力 »,/= 1,2,3 (2.2)

or in the matrix form to specialized orthotropic media
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The orthotropic system is transformed to monoclinic with 

nonzero constants of 。即，c-^, and C45. And the 

secular equations (2.1) is written in the expanded form 

in terms of displacement components by applying the 

tensor transformation equations, Eq.(2.4)-Eq,(2.6)
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於 d2 d2 d2
［氷泌+ C如潔］阳+ ［爆前+ C443药（2 ^ 

+ "으* % + C45） 으꾸 = U岑1 - Zi

会 d + M■粉 + 戋 （多 + c 定끄

+ 言岳쑤+ 爆쏘］“3"静小

where /, is defined as 刀=*2  = 0”卜=(約)以旳一•，《)彳*"  

for the harmonic line load.

III. Solutions in the infinite media

The steps leading to formal solutions of Eqs 2.7a-c 

for each of the two semi-infinite spaces (See Fig. 1) will 

be outlined. Since the body force has been replaced by 

an "artifici시 interface condition'1, ft is deleted from Eqs. 

2.7a-c[10]. Next, assume harmonic solutions and 이)ply the 

Fourier transformation to these equations in accordance 

with

uQ = 阳? 泌허, Z = J_ 8 Uq e 心 ‘加 (3.1)

The general solution of the resulting differential equations 

is then sought in the form

姦=1"i= 1,2,3 (3.2)

leading to the characteristic equation

刀12 刀13 卩人

刀12 刀22 九23 =0 (3.3)
.刀13 /123 刀33 03

where the various entries Atj are given in Appendix. 

Note from equation (3.3) that the Ati matrix is sym

metric. For the existence of nontrivial solutions in U, 

the determinant of the Ai} matrix in Eq.(3.3) must vanish, 

thereby leading to an algebraic equation which relates a 

to o). This is obviously an alternative presentation of 

Christoffefs equation. A significant difference is that a 

is being found in terms of 0 as compared with solving 

for the phase velocity for a given propagation direction. 

Upon setting the determinant equal to zero, one obtains a 

fourth order equation which is written symbolically as

刀1/ + ?12。4+刀3奁2 + S.4 = (J (3.4) 

with its coefficients given in Appendix. Eq.(3.4) admits 

six solutions for a. These °'s have the following pro

perties

。2 = 一心，"4=一<?3，。6 = 一曲 (3.5)

Furthermore for each a-, equation (3.3) yields the di

splacement amplitude ratio,

‘匕=Uq+l = U\q =-~[A— /112/十13】/〔/112,23 一 ^22-^ 13〕 
1% = 一 吼+】=101、= — lAx2A^~ —

(3-6)

Finally, using superposition, the formal solutions can be 

written for the displacements of Eq. (2.7a,b) and their 

associated stress components using Eq.(3.2) as

(源曷靛3)= (i,k,阿"渺*心 *

(3.7) 
(如, <了13, 见3)= 丈; 从匚)项,匸)新, D3q)U\qe "히*'

where £扁 is given in Appendix.

The above solutions with their various properties can 

now be specialized to both artificial semi-infinite spaces 

by the following steps. Inspection of the above solutions 

indicates that each consists of three pairs of wave com

ponents, each pair propagating in the mirror image fashion 

with respect to the interface, namely along positive and 

negative x3 directions. Since propagation is expected to 

extend from the interface into both media, one arbitrarily 

reserves ax, a-3 and a5 for the lower half-space; the 

others, namely 轮，幻 and % for the upper one. The 

formal solutions are listed in lower and upper half-spaces 

according to

(源云2, &=广圣5(1, *峪“静―眼〜"

(。33,。13,。23)= <?=圣 5(玲”“新""知

尤3느碱 (3.8a)

(2, 办 成3)= S (1"匕, 0%)。拓。히""
。=以,4,6

( 每3,。13,。23)= S (匸)侦,1)新,。3)5展 지'" 或
<7=2.4.6

尤3 M %3 (3.8b)

At this point, a formal solution of the field equation in 

orthotropic media has been presented. The amplitudes;

U\Q are the unknowns. The amplitudes U\Q will be de

termined by imposing the artificial interface conditions 
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"产 “2 = 0, 勺3으끄 =-* ■ 아%知舛 for^W#, at 处 = 航 (3 9) 

的 =顷2 = 0, 任号꾸 = 扌 33)艸 for x-s>x^, at x3 = X3

To this end, if Eq.(3.8a,b) is subjected to the conditions

Eq.(3.9), one finally solves the displacement amplitudes as

LJn=~ 52=(峰一 V3)Q/(2c^Dum)
% = 一 ％i=(皿 一 V5)Q/(2c^Dum) (3-10)
。15 = - "16=(卩3 - V[)Q/(2c^Dlim')

where

Dum=、食사%— q阴)+ 】/3(。5%一。1增)+卩5(。1出一曲灼 (3.11)

It is interesting to note that Dum = 0 defines an equiv

alent Christoffel characteristic equation for the propagat

ion of bulk waves in the medium. With these solutions 

for the wave amplitudes, solutions for infinite space can 

be written in terms of q= 1,3,5

(疔 1, 亥，笊) = @圣 5(i'K，시

(畐3,。13,(丁23)= 10； 5D&, D&MJ侦Q 引

for %3 x3 (3.12a)

(7?1, W2, ZZ3)= 厂ZL (- 1,- WQ)U]Qe 이% 피

((切，仃13,。23)= 羊 〈一 D& D?q,。。)〔人脾 지如 "

for x3 X3 (3.12b)

In summary, solutions (3.12) define the propagation 

fields in the infinite space.

IV. Numerical Results and Discussion

Numerical illustrations are presented which verify the 

previous analysis. For illustrative purposes, a graphite- 

epoxy composite materia) is s이ccted. Based upon a 60% 

graphite fiber volume fraction, these effective properties 

are given with respect to the reference coordinate system 

as

C]1 = 155.6xlO1" N/m2,如=知=15.95乂1" N/m\

C12 = 03 = 0以=3.7 x IO" N/m2, c，u — 3.7 10liJ N/m2,

。55= *̂66  — 7.46x 101,1 N/m' and p= 1.6 g/cm3.

For a rotation of © = 45" for example, these properties 

transform to

勺1 =如=51.20乂10'° N/m< C33=16.O〉〈1O" N/m2,

02 = 36.28x10'° N/m2,勺3 =山=4.0乂1()山 N/m\ 

c44 = C55 = 6.6x IO" N/m% 。66 = 40.0x 1010 N/m匕

勺6 =。图=36.1乂10" N/m2, c；i6-0.3xl0'° N/m2

which confirm the earlier conclusion that the transformed 

matrix takes the form of monoclinic symmetry. Having 

chosen the material, the procedure for o니r subsequent 

calculations can now be summarized. After specifying the 

azimuthal angle $ (namely, the line load direction), the 

first step is to evaluate the set of a's for given values 

of the wavenumber, » The various a's are then sorted 

in accordance with the required format of Eqs.(3.5). In 

the second step, the displacement ratios are calculated. 

Now, the inverse transforms can be determined in accord

ance with

— 1 C °° •心" ! o 9
Hi = -刘쥬 j Ui e z= 1,2,3 (4.1)

Depending upon whether % is symmetric or antisym

metric, computational effort could be greatly red나ced. It 

follows that ux and u2 are antisymmetric with respect 

to & while 五3 is symmetric. Accordingly, Eq.(4.1) sim

plifies to

払=*  L j 私 sin (獄1)i,= 1, 2 (4.2a)

__  1 广顷八，
w；, = — L 危3 cos(負i)d£ (4.2b)

Calculation of displacement and stress components can 

then be done in a straightforward manner, except at 

singularities. These singularities are poles corresponding 

to the zeroes of D(im, namely, the characteristic equation 

for bulk wave in the infinite space. The poles do not 

exist in the second and the fourth quadrants of Fig. 2. 

Two different procedures have been used in dealing with 

these poles in the integration process. The first requires 

the removal of these singularities from the integrals. The 

second merely deforms the contour of integration below 

the re시 C-axis, as shown in Fig. 2, so that no poles 

occur on the path of integration. In order to optimize 

accuracy, judicious choices of the parameter, Mi, are re

quired. The value of 石，imaginary part of \ needs to be 

large enough to offset the contributions of singular 

points, but not too large since it reduces the accuracy. 

The value ^i= 0.1 was elected for the calculation. The 

azimuthal angle was arbitrarily chosen tp = 45° and the 
angular frequency, Q) = 3.0 x 106 rad/sec.

Fig. 3 depicts the displacements and a normal stress 

component, z牛 知 in the media at the loc
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ation J” = 一 3 mm. The location of the line load is 

chosen at the origin of the coordinate system for infinite 

geometry: thus w3 and 。的 are symmetric with respect 

to 尤3 axis while and w2 are antisymmetric.

me

----------------------------£ g&M,

------- y__Lff—「一K—•一«---- * FS(g) 

Ya YY-----------

i

Figure 2. complex integral contour.

Figure 3. Displacements and stress in graphite-cpoxy at = — 3.

Note from the figures that the amplitudes of the disp

lacement and stress component slowly decrease with os

cillations for long distances from the location of the line 

load in the infinite space. Fig. 4 presents the displacement 

modes ( u\, u3) at various locations. The deformation 

fields are calculated at the locations along the three 

broken line circles having radii of 2.4, 5.55, and 7.2 mm 

away from the source location. For these investigations, 

the line load is located at the origin of the x, coordin

ate system in the infinite media. Solid curves represent 

deformations defined by X\ + U\ x 102,构 + 电 x 102- The 

line load is located at (0,0,1) Note that in the infinite 

media, ux is zero on the 0, 1) and that zz3 has 

maximum amplitude on the X3 axis.

Figure 4. Displacement modes of graphite-cpoxy on 約—尤3 
plane.

IV. Conclusion

An analysis of dynamic response is carried out on 

monoclinic anisotropic system due to a buried hannonic 

line source. Plane wave equation is coupled with vertical 

shear wave, longitudinal wave and horizontal shear wave. 

As the azimuthal angle approaches to zero, horizontal 

shear wave components disappear and other wave com

ponents have numerical results close to those in orthotropic 

system. But all the wave components can't be numerically 

calculated by using final solutions in monoclinic system 

since the displacement ratio VQ have always zero value 

in case of the orthotropic system which banish all the 

displacement amplitudes. So analytical solutions for ortlio- 

tropic system have to be driven by decoupling horizontal 

shear wave, which will be adquate for the material system 

possessing orthotropic or higher symmetry, transversely 

isotropic, cubic, and isotropic symmetiy. The solutions of 

the system with orthotropic symmetry will be simplified 

to those of isotropic systems by exploiting elastic proper

ties of A and “，also.
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Appendix

刀 u =。號서 一 勺1，"+ par

刀 12 = C45tZ2- C16^

刀 13 = —丿&?(勺3+。55)

力22 =。44泌 一 야弟目 + q ⑦2

刀23 =—丿机(蝕+%5)

刀33 =。:鄭/ - + pO?

& = c：炉』5 —。33门1。55

A2 = ［ CuC-^C^ + C^Fi -。泌33。45 一。45戶2 +(。13 +。55)尸3〕声 

+ ［乌5 (一 点〕的

々3 = ［(^13 + ^55)^4 + Q5^16c55 + ^16^2 - ^5.5^66

+ ［ ( C］3 + C55)2 + 2<%5。倡 一 F\ — «(+ °66)

—51(^33 + %)］所戒2 -((第 + % + %5)成决

A4 =(勺1乌5。66一 浇6爆)扌6 + ［勺］(。55+。66)一 房］«扌‘ 

+ (聞 + C55+ c^)p2a)2$2 + p3 aP

with

Fl =顷爆 + 顷 C55 —( c% + C45)2

F2 = C33Ci6 + C45C55 一( C36 + C45)( C13 + C55)

F3 = %5( C36 + C45) - %4(以 +。55)

码=。66( C13 + C55)-勺6(。36 + %5)

。2 = 一4，

卩2 =卩1，

% = 一 增， 

% = %, 

& = _ 腿、 

〃32 = — ^31，

釦=一您， 

屿=13， 

叱=一庵， 

£)14 = 〃】3， 

%=_%， 

£如=一2):加

*=峰

冊=_區

Z)16 — ^15 

刀如=—〃25 

匕)36 = _ £)35
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D打 = j臥 C13 + C36 K)一。3乂사%

D2q =乌5(洛%_ C45G?K

，瓦=。45(，如一陽)—9=1,2,3,4,5,6


